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Preface
This volume contains the proceedings of the Fourth International Workshop on
Numerical and Symbolic Abstract Domains, NSAD 2012. The workshop took place
in Deauville, France, September 10, 2012 and was co-located with the 19th Inter-
national Static Analysis Symposium, SAS 2012. Previous workshops took place in
Venice, Italy (2011), Perpignan, France (2010), and Paris, France (2005).
The workshop is concerned with abstract domains, which are a key notion in
abstract interpretation. An abstract domain captures the properties that a static
analysis is able to express and discover. Its algorithms and data structures further-
more inﬂuence the performance and scalability of said analysis. As such abstract
domains are essential to static analysis theory and practice.
Nine papers were submitted for the workshop and each of them was reviewed
by at least three independent researchers. Based on the reviews, seven submissions
were selected for presentation at the workshop. In addition the program included
an invited talk by Matthieu Martel which is represented here with full paper.
We thank Antoine Miné for his help in co-locating the workshop with SAS 2012
in Deauville. In addition we are grateful to all submitting authors, to the program
committee, and to the external reviewers for their eﬀorts in preparing this volume.
We hope you will enjoy it.
Jan Midtgaard
Matthew Might
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